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Special Pharmacy Issues
FDA\First Data Bank\Medicaid Drug
Rebate File
E-Prescribing
HIPAA
Compendia
Tamper proof prescription pads
NPI
SPAs
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FDA\First Data Bank\Medicaid
Drug Rebate File
What is a drug?
Section 201 (21 USC 321) Definition; under
(g)(1) the term ‘drug’ means … (B) articles
intended for use in the diagnosis, cure,
mitigation, treatment, or prevention of
disease in man … and (C) … (other than
food) (D) … a food or dietary supplement
for which a claim … is made … is not a
drug solely because the labeling contains
such a claim …
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FDA\First Data Bank\Medicaid
Drug Rebate File
FDA is reviewing their data base.
Reserves the right to assign NDCs
by:
Validating support documents for drug
approval;
Verifying entity classification
Drug (e.g. Clorhexedrine (misbranded))
Device (e.g. Hyaluronic Acid)
Food supplement (eg. FeSO4)

Future ??
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FDA\First Data Bank\Medicaid
Drug Rebate File
The problem:
FDA has been unable to maintain a
complete NDC file
CMS receives drug rebate information
from manufacturers who have signed
rebate agreements for non-drug entities
FDB applies MDR file ‘rebateable’
information to the FDB master file which
feeds the States’ MMIS
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FDA\First Data Bank\Medicaid Drug
Rebate File
Any NDC that the FDA determines
not to be a drug as defined by
1905(a) is removed from the Medicaid
Rebate Program. No FFP is
available.
CMS will continue to publish
manufacturer and State releases
advising of non-coverage/reinstatements.
The latest is State release 149.
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FDA\First Data Bank\Medicaid
Drug Rebate File
Selected case
Auralgan: formulation change
Price $150
no FDA approval
Needs to be removed from MDR file

What are States to do when they
identify a non-drug entity on MDR?
Can States process non-drug entities
at POS?
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E-Prescribing
E-Prescribing is becoming an
accepted vehicle for prescription
processing.
NCPDP is setting E-prescribing
standards
NCPDP/CMS is working toward a
solution to address the Medicaid
“brand medically necessary”
requirement.
There may be a solution for Medicaid,
“A preauthorization module”.
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E-Prescribing and Medicaid
Several States have been awarded
transformation grants to perform eprescribing initiatives.
Requires prescriber to have software to
both inquire to the Medicaid program
patient specific information, e.g., drug
history, preferred drugs, preauthorization
requirements, etc.
Enhanced funding is available to States for
development of MMIS portal or contractor
development for data exchange.
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HIPAA
A Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(NPRM) was published August 22,
2008 for three HIPAA standards.
X12 5010 for professional claims
NCPDP D.0 for pharmacy
New Medicaid Pharmacy Subrogation
version 3.0

A new ICD-10 expanded set of
diagnosis codes was also proposed.
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Compendia
Currently section 1927(g)(B)(i) allows for 3
compendia to be used as resources to
assess data on drug use against
predetermined standards.
The compendia are:
American Hospital Formulary Service Drug
Information
U.S. Pharmacopeia-Drug Information (or its
successor publication)
The DRUGDEX Information System
The peer-reviewed medical literature
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Compendia - Continued
Thomson publishes DRUGDEX.
Thomson ceased publication of USPDI in August 2007.
Thomson has been marketing DRUG
POINTS which is an abridged version
of DRUGDEX.
CMS will address a successor
publication in the future.
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Tamper-Resistant
Requirements
Medicaid patients’ prescriptions have
to be fully compliant as of Oct 1,
2008.
A handwritten or computer generated
computer prescription must contain at
least one feature of all 3 categories.
No feature may be used twice.
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Three Categories of
Tamper-Resistant Prescriptions
Features designed to prevent
unauthorized copying of a completed
or blank prescription.
Features designed to prevent the
erasure or modification of information
written on the prescription by the
prescriber.
Features designed to prevent the use
of counterfeit prescriptions.
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NPI
States pharmacy programs
successfully transitioned on May 23,
2008.
The issue has been the prescriber ID
Some States have extended the
deadline for prescriber ID
Other States have begun to deny claims
without a valid NPI in the prescriber ID
field
Other States are requiring paper
submissions
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SPAs
New electronic submission process
targeted for early 2009.
Documentation
Public notice (if required)
Current and new SPA pages
Answers to funding questions
Supportive rationale for changes
90 day clock
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Medicare Part D
Non-Covered Medicare Drugs
Auto-facilitated Enrollment
The ‘Emend’ Issue
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Non-Covered Medicare Drugs
Part D developed a reference file for plans
to use as a guide for coverage policy
Medicaid is not responsible for payment for
the Plans non-covered drugs or required
exception processes
Medicaid is only responsible for excluded
drugs covered for their general Medicaid
population
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Medicare Part D
Auto-facilitated enrollment
Effective June 15, 2008, CMS began
allowing more frequent submissions and
processing of Medicare eligibility
information from the States
PDPs are now receiving Medicaid
enrollments several times a month
instead of the once monthly file.
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Closing Remarks
Every year there are new challenges
to Medicaid and Pharmacy.
It is CMS’ intent to continue to work
collaboratively with States in
addressing the issues necessary to
serve the beneficiaries who need
pharmacy services.
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THANK YOU !
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